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DRIVING THROUGH THE AMERICAS

July 17, 2014  / Travel  / Kristance Harlow

A Conversation with Karen Catchpole, a Freelancer Who

Has been on an Overland Journey Through the Americas

Since 2006

The travel lover’s dream is to quit that 9-5 and take off on a once in a

lifetime round the world trip. For Karen Catchpole it’s more than a

dream, it’s a reality. Catchpole, a California native, has not had a

home base since 2006. That was the year that her and her husband,

Eric Mohl, took off for a caravan-style journey through the Americas.

They quit their office jobs, left their New York City apartment, and took

off in their car for an indefinite adventure.

The trauma of the 9/11 attacks jolted Catchpole and Mohl into a new
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way of living. They were living less

than three blocks from the World

Trade Center and at the time they

were planning anoverland journey

in Africa.  They canceled their trip.

Catchpole and Mohl questioned

their way of life and their

understanding of the world around

them. The intensity of that

experience is what sparked the birth of their Trans-Americas Journey.

They were tired of reading travel articles by people who seemed to

have a lack of personal experience in the places they were writing

about. Catchpole wanted to find a way to incorporate travel into their

daily lives. She wanted to use their first-hand experiences to educate

others about the world, “I’m putting the ‘travel’ back in travel writer in a

way that means I bring a deeply-engrained understanding of the art of

travel and geographical and experiential context to everything I write.”

Catchpole’s career organically morphed into one of travel writing. Right

after high school, she moved to Australia and took a job as a writer for

a construction trade magazine. After hearing about the launch of

Sassy magazine back home in the United States, she pursued and

landed a job in New York City. Catchpole has always been on the

cutting edge of the publishing world and after only three years at

Sassy, she worked with MTV and created a TV show for teens. Her

career continued to thrive and she even helped develop Jane

magazine. She met Mohl 1995, and she packed her bags and began a

four year long backpacking trip through Asia with her now husband.

She says this is when she shifted her focus towards travel writing.

Catchpole says, “I learned the value of taking the time and effort to

really experience what you’re writing about.”

Today they spend their days working on the road. She works as a

freelance travel and food writer. They both work on their Trans-

Americas Journey blog. As Catchpole explains, “This is not a

vacation. This is a lifestyle we’ve created for ourselves and we work
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each and every day.” With so little spare time in between researching

plans, pitching stories, and writing content we were lucky to touch

base with her and learn the truth about what life on the road is really

like.

What affect has travel had on your life and who you’ve become?

Karen Catchpole: I’ve spent more than a decade—nearly a

quarter of my life—traveling or living outside the US. My travel has

happened so slowly and subtly over such a long period of time

that I really don’t see the changes. However, when I do return to

the US for visits I find myself ill-prepared to handle the pace and

the priorities in the US and those things used to be no problem, so

that’s a change. I hope that travel has made me simpler, more

empathetic and tolerant and less ignorant.

How long do you stay in one location?

KC: There are no set rules. We have the freedom to stay as long

or as briefly as we want. In general, our goal is to give each

destination the time it needs to unspool for us so that we can get

beyond the travel clichés and usual suspects associated with the

place. We spent 18 months in Mexico. Smaller countries, like

Belize and Honduras, felt complete to us after around three

months. If a specific destination turns out to be more fascinating

then we’d anticipated, we stay longer. On the flip side, if a specific

destination just isn’t doing it for us then we move on. We have the

freedom to say “yes” when we are tipped off to new places to

explore or new reasons to remain longer where we are and we

also have the freedom to cut a visit short, get in our truck and

move on down the road.

Where do you envision your career going from here?

KC: Honestly, it takes all of my creativity, energy and time just to

keep my current Trans-Americas Journey project on the road and

my mobile freelancing career going. We still have many, many

years ahead of us before we reach Tierra del Fuego (and explore

everything between here and there), so this little working road trip
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is my short term and long term focus.

You’re driving through the Americas in a Chevy Silverado, have

you encountered any dangerous situations as you traverse

various countries?

KC: Everyone asks that question but I can honestly say that after

more than seven years on the road through 12 countries (and

counting) we have never felt like we were in danger. We’ve

packed our common sense, we’ve been lucky and we smile a lot

plus everyone we’ve met has only wanted to help us in any way

than can. Oh, except for the schmucks in Guadalajara who stole

the glass out of the side view mirrors on our truck, but that was

violence free (it happened while the truck was parked) and lead to

an unexpected adventure in the city. Then there was that time our

campsite on the rim of a volcano in Guatemala was robbed, but

that wasviolence free too and we got every single thing back.

What are some of the biggest challenges that come with a life

on the road?

KC: I essentially have four jobs. The first is to research, plan and

execute the travel part of our road trip. The second is to write and

promote our Trans-Americas Journey travel blog. The third is to

research and pitch freelance stories. And the fourth is to further

report and complete those freelance assignment. With that in

mind, time management is my biggest challenge, not because I’m

not organized and efficient (I’m totally Type A) but because there

are simply not enough hours in the day. Like most other

freelancers I also struggle to make decent money in the current

ho-hum economy and generally shattered US publishing industry.

What is your favorite thing about living a nomadic life and

traveling from place to place in a car?

KC: Freedom, never a dull moment and daily reminders that

everyone everywhere has the same deep-down core dreams,

desires and needs.

What advice would you give to someone who was considering
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leaving their desk job for a life of travel?

KC: Be sure you really, REALLY want it and that you’re clear on

the realities. Let go of any romantic notions you may have about a

care-free, sexy life as a full-time traveler full of hammocks and

jaunty hats. The reality looks more like traveling all day, then

sitting on a dumpy bed in the cheapest room you can find with

your computer on your lap struggling with dire internet service so

you can work all night researching future travel, researching and

pitching stories and eking out the energy to find the creativity to

complete assignments.  Ask any long-term, full-time traveler and

they’ll tell you that they work as many hours (or more) as they did

at home in a cubicle. They’ll also tell you about all of the sacrifices

they’ve made. We’ve made plenty too but because we value the

lifestyle we’ve created more than the stuff/opportunities/etc we’ve

sacrificed it’s worth it to us. But a “life of travel” is certainly not for

everyone.

What is your favorite travel destination?

KC: Impossible question. Because we give each destination time

to reveal its best to us we have favorites all over the place for one

reason or another. I really can’t pick just one overall favorite.

Some of my top moments from our journey include: Surviving our

firstCarnival, this one in Panama where they have dueling

Carnival queens with potty mouths;  Getting invited to join in a

ceremony with the Lacandon people of southern Mexico (it’s

estimated there are less than 1,000 Lacandon left on earth);

Getting to Antarctica, which we did for two different

newspaper assignments.

We are always looking for the best travel tips to share with our

readers. What are your top travel tips?

KC: Pack your common sense. Leave preconceptions at home.

Say yes whenever possible. Never forget how lucky you are to be

traveling.


